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Abstract 

Recently, the increasing energy demand pushes the scientific community in developing new technologies 

for the exploitation of the renewable energy sources. As the matter of fact, the word total energy 

consumption was estimated 153.000 TWh in 2019, increased more than 15% in the last 15 years. In this 

context, solar energy is the best candidate for satisfying the human being request, since the amount of 

theoretically exploitable solar energy, which in a year invests the earth's surface is equal to 3.8 YJ. In deed, 

in the last decades, new generation photovoltaics promised power conversion efficiency (PCE) comparable 

to those of silicon photovoltaics by guaranteeing low production costs. In this regards, hybrid photovoltaic 

technologies such as Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSCs) and most recently Perovskite Solar Cells (PSCs) 

dominated the PV scientific research, by developing efficient and stable devices, produced by employing 

scalable and low-cost printing techniques, easily embedded in roll2roll or sheet2sheet production lines. 

Moreover, hybrid PV technologies can be exploited for niche markets such as wearable electronics, indoor 

power generation, building integrated facades, photovoltaic greenhouses, unmanned aerial vehicle (UVA), 

sensors and many others. If on one hand DSC technology is now already a reality on the PV market, on the 

other hand PSC technology still requires to demonstrate the transfer from lab to fab, pushing the scientific 

community in finding brilliant solution for drawing a feasible and rel iable route toward its 

commercialization. 
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